
AN INTRODUCTION TO ETHICAL VIEW OF A BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

Business ethics is a form of applied ethics or professional ethics, that examines ethical The range and quantity of
business ethical issues reflects the interaction of .. Marketing ethics was approached from ethical perspectives of virtue
or virtue 3 Introduction: ethical human resource management; ^ Schneider, B.

If you are making big decisions - or even apparently little fleeting decisions within a potentially big and
sensitive environment - these decisions will affect many people and aspects of life, now and especially into the
future. This misuse is from late arrivals, leaving early, long lunch breaks, inappropriate sick days etc.
Businesspeople who work across cultures in effect have entered the theater in the middle of the movie, and
often they must perform the translation work of business to put their understanding and approach into local
cultural idioms. Most business organizations hold three kinds of beliefs about themselves. The inference is the
latter of course. The cultures of these countries will affect the dominant business model, possibly even
defining new ethical standards. The best ethical decisions are usually decided by people who are most affected
by them, rather than by leaders who don't trust the people. Fairness is the quality of being just, equitable, and
impartial. In fact, every person on this earth is arguably a stakeholder in every organisation on this earth.
Ethically responsible organisations are far less prone to scandals and disasters. As its founder George W.
Within the discipline this rationality concept is never questioned, and has indeed become the
theory-of-the-firm's sine qua non". Do you see how religion is not a brilliant aid for decision-making? And so
here lies substantial advantage for corporations and other groups and bodies which anticipate such changes.
Employers must consider workplace safety , which may involve modifying the workplace, or providing
appropriate training or hazard disclosure. Doing nothing is not weakness or procrastination if it done in the
right way for the right reasons. Their god? Such acts include harassing, using profanity, threatening someone
physically and insulting them, and being annoying. Values which guide how we ought to behave are
considered moral values, e. Clearly, the reality was more nuanced than the legend. One of the earliest real
estate deals in the New World exemplifies the complexity that results when different cultures, experiences,
and ethical codes come into contact. These differences, as well as enforced taxation, eventually led to war
between the Dutch and several Native American tribes. It raises no less a question than what kind of world we
want to leave to our children and grandchildren. Ethical acts are not always lawful. As time passes, norms
evolve, causing accepted behaviors to become objectionable. Most ethical dilemmas in the workplace are not
simply a matter of "Should Bob steal from Jack? Do you think this case represents an example of a culture
with different business ethics than those practiced in the United States? Get the facts from all possible
perspectives. Consumer fraud is when consumers attempt to deceive businesses for their very own benefit. The
question is then one of type and degree - in other words the needs of each stakeholder, and the extent of the
effect of the organisation on each stakeholder. Being a leader for a long time, or for any duration in a culture
of arrogance, privilege and advantage, provides great nourishment for personal delusion. Doing nothing in
times of real emergency can be disastrous, but for a very large number of situations doing nothing is the only
truly wise way. We cannot impose one society's moral code onto another society with different needs and
demands. Systems does not refer to complex mathematics or scientific formulae. Perhaps this is as it should
be, but Western consumers must then be prepared to pay more for material goods than in the past. Many
unethical decisions are borne of arrogance and delusion. Today, it typically displays a mindset that is Western
and primarily English-speaking and is reinforced by the enculturation process of Western nations, which tends
to emphasize individualism and competition. Economist Milton Friedman writes that corporate executives'
"responsibility This choice between ends and means is reminiscent of the philosophers Aristotle and Kant,
both of whom believed it impossible to achieve just ends through unjust means. The collective gods'
committee? The publisher makes no warranty, express or implied, with respect to the material contained
herein. A number of companies have experienced this problem, and globalization will likely only increase its
incidence. The challenge for business leaders everywhere is to draw out the values of local cultures and
integrate the best of those into their management models.


